
List books range from Ronald Reagan: The Power of Conviction and the Success of His Presidency to Dutch: A Memoir of Ronald Reagan. You should be able to answer the question, "What are the best books about Ronald Reagan?" after checking out this list. This greatest Ronald Reagan book list contains various bits of information, such as the author's names and what genre the books fall under. Most of these Ronald Reagan books can be bought on Amazon with one easy click. ...more. 1. Ronald Reagan's story reads like a Hollywood script complete with a small-town boyhood, movie stardom, financial success, and unmatched political popularity. This book tells Reagan's true-life tale in an engaging and easily accessible manner. Includes bibliographical references and index. Heartland -- Hollywood -- Rebirth -- Politician -- Governor -- 1976 -- 1980 -- President -- Morning -- Sunset. Ronald Reagan book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers. Here's a fascinating and informative pictorial biography of America's 40th p...Â Here's a fascinating and informative pictorial biography of America's 40th president. This photo-journal includes more than 130 photographs highlighting the life and times of one of our most popular presidents. Divided into six chapters, it traces Reagan's life from his childhood in the heartland, to his rise in Hollywood, through the Reagan Revolution and its legacy. Get A Copy. Amazon. Spartacus Educational - Biography of Ronald Reagan. The White House - Biography of Ronald Reagan. USA 4 Kids - Biography of Ronald Regan. Britannica Websites. Articles from Britannica Encyclopedias for elementary and high school students.Â Ronald Reagan attended Eureka College in Eureka, Illinois, where he played gridiron football and was active in the drama society but earned only passing grades. A popular student, he was elected class president in his senior year. What was Ronald Reagan best known for? Ronald Reagan rose to prominence initially as a film actor, appearing in more than 50 films, notably including Knute Rockneâ€™All American (1940), Kings Row (1942), and The Hasty Heart (1950).